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We report a case of a 76-year-old woman with a prior 
history of hypertension, hyperlipidemia, bilateral 
gonarthrosis (with a cartilage transplantation done 

in 2002 on the right side and a knee prosthesis implanted 
in 2013 on the left side), hypothyreosis, and coronary artery 
disease (with two stents implanted in 2009). Additionally, 
the patient had a cornea transplantation done in 1999 (left 
side). She reported to be severely hearing impaired on the 
left side since childhood. Starting in late 2013, the patient 
developed progressive difficulties with speaking and swal-
lowing as well as depressed mood. She also developed a 
medium-severe episode of depression that was treated with 
escitalopram. At the time we first saw her at our hospital, a 
diagnosis of probable ALS was made. 

The patient’s motor disorder was dominated by lower 
motor neuron signs in bulbar nuclei with pronounced 
dysarthria and medium-severe dysphagia. In fact, a video-
fluoroscopic examination showed evidence of a dysphagia 
with weak tongue movements, and weak, slowed, and dis-
coordinated swallowing. The patient reported to have more 
problems with liquid than solid food. Speech was severely 
dysarthric with an unclear, slurred quality. Her voice was 
weak (hypophonia) and barely understandable, so that she 
started to write things down on paper in order to commu-
nicate. No unequivocal other symptoms or signs of cranial 
nerve involvement (such as an impairment in ocular motil-
ity) were seen. Electromyographic testing revealed neuro-
genic changes in bulbar and cervical segments, and fascicula-
tions, respectively. She showed signs of upper motor neuron 
dysfunction including exaggerated reflexes and broadening 
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Figure 1.  1.5 Tesla magnetic resonance imaging, T1 turbo inver-

sion recovery sequence, coronal plane, showing atrophic amyg-

dala (right: large arrow, left: short arrow) and adjacent parts of 

the cortex (periamygdaloid cortex) more pronounced on the 

right as compared to the left side.  The temporal horn of the right 

lateral ventricle (large circle) is larger than the left one (small cir-

cle). There also is a rounding/widening of the body of the lateral 

ventricles right (large asterisk) greater than left (small asterisk).  
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of reflex zones in the cervical and lumbar segments, respec-
tively. Slight bilateral spasticity was found with the upper 
limbs. There was no Babinski sign and no clonus of the feet. 

A significant decrease in amplitude in somatosensory 
evoked potentials studies was seen in cervical segments. 
Motor evoked potential response latencies and the cen-
tral motor conduction times to the lower, but not upper, 
limb were delayed. The patient did not report difficulties 

with sensation. Pallesthesia was tested by using a vibrating 
mechanical tuning fork placed on the styloid process (7-8/8 
bilaterally) and lateral malleolus (7/8 and 6/8 on the left and 
right side, respectively). Auditory evoked potentials showed 
evidence of a lesion of the retro-cochlear auditory pathway 
on the left side, and visual evoked potentials and the orbicu-
laris oculi reflex were normal. There was no tremor and no 
involuntary movements. She complained about an overall 

Supplemental Figure 1.  1.5 Tesla magnetic resonance imaging, fluid attenuated inversion recovery sequence, axial plane, showing  

atrophic amygdala (right: large arrow, left: short arrow). For the smaller right and larger left hippocampus see large and small arrow 

head, respectively. The temporal horn of the right lateral ventricle (large asterisk) is slightly larger than the left one (small asterisk).

Supplemental Figure 2.  1.5 Tesla Magnetic resonance imaging (a: T2 turbo spin echo sequence, b: T1 turbo inversion recovery 

sequence), coronal plane. Asterisks denote the rounded body of the lateral ventricles with the right one (big asterisk) being larger than 

the left one (small asterisk). Large and small arrows indicate the temporal horn of the lateral ventricle (right one slightly larger than the 

left one) surrounded by medio-temporal lobe structures (hippocampus and adjacent parts of the temporal lobe are located on the bot-

tom / medial side of the temporal horn and appeared to be somewhat smaller on the right than the left side). Arrow head indicates the 

enlarged third ventricle.

Supplemental Figure 3.  1.5 Tesla magnetic resonance imaging. a. T2 short-tau inversion recovery sequence, axial plane, showing 

rounding/widening of the lateral ventricle right (large asterisk) greater than left (small asterisk); there also is a widening of the subarach-

noid space especially temporo-polar right (large arrow) greater than left (small arrow). b. T2 turbo spin echo sequence, coronal plane, 

showing atrophic tips of the temporal lobes with widened subarachnoid space right (larger arrows) greater than left (small arrows).

Supplemental Figure 4.  1.5 Tesla magnetic resonance imaging, fluid attenuated inversion recovery sequence, axial plane, showing a 

vascular leukoencepholpathy with subcortical lesions (large arrow).  See also the subependymal lesions (small arrow) and the rounded 

body of the lateral ventricles, which are larger on the right (large asterisk) as compared to the left (small asterisk) side.
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weakness, and there was instability with (tests of) stance or 
walking. 

The patient showed pathological crying (and laughing) 
and psychomotor slowness. She did not complain about 
difficulties with memory. Furthermore, no chances in here 
social activities or behavior were reported. However, her 
husband noted that she was listening to music or watching 
the television using headphones for “extended periods of 
time.” The patient did not complain about bladder difficulty 
or permanent bowel difficulties. However, for roughly the 
past 10 years she has experienced fatigue, and for about 
the same time she complained about slight problems with 
maintaining, but not initiating, sleep. Her family history was 
negative for neurological or psychiatric diseases. Analysis of 
the cerebrospinal fluid did not reveal any significant results. 
Structural MRI studies showed significant atrophy of the 
amygdala and adjacent parts of the mediotemporal lobe 
cortex (such as the periamygdaloid cortex) bilaterally (right 
greater than left) (Figure 1, Supplemental Figure 1), a round-
ing and enlargement, respectively, of the supratentorial ven-
tricular system (especially the tips of the temporal horns) 
(Figure 1, Supplemental Figures 1, 2a, 2b, 3a, 4) and a widen-
ing of the subarachnoid space temporo-polar with atrophy 
of (especially) the tip of the temporal lobe (Supplemental 
Figures 3a, 3b). The right hippocampus and adjacent parts 
of the temporal lobe appeared to be somewhat smaller than 
the left ones (Supplemental Figure 1, 2a, 2b).  There were 
widespread gliotic lesions in the deep white matter of the 
cerebral hemispheres with patchy subcortical (vascular leu-
koencepholpathy) and subependymal lesions (Supplemental 
Figure 4). In addition, a small lacunar defect was detected 
in the upper part of the right hemisphere of the cerebellum 
(data not shown).

Neuropsychological testing at our hospital was done at a 
time when she was treated with two anti-depressants (i.e., 
venlafaxine and mirtazapin). It showed elevated anxiety val-
ues as measured by the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (trait-
anxiety score 59, corresponding to the 95 percentile; state 
anxiety score: 67), mild depression according to the Beck 
Depression inventory (score: 14), and—apart from impair-
ment in the learning of word lists—average scores for verbal 
and visual cognitive functions. The Consortium to Establish 
a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease neuropsychological bat-
tery showed averages scores for verbal and visual cognitive 
functions except for word learning, which was below aver-
age; the Mini-Mental State Examination scored 30. Global 
cognitive function was unremarkable (score in the clock 
drawing test: 2), but concentration was far below average. 

At the time of initial diagnosis, the patient complained 
about pain of the right side of the face and tongue and pain 
when swallowing. She also said she was tired of life, but there 
was no actual suicidal tendency in the sense of a factual plan 

to end her life. The patient was put on riluzole while other 
attempts in her neuropsychiatric medication—in addition 
to her antidepressant medication—included quietapine, 
pregabalin, zolpidem, and melperon. Within a short period 
of time, which was by mid-2014, she became too weak to 
stand without assistance, and the disease progression of 
ALS necessitated the placing of a percutaneous endoscopic 
gastrostomy for nutrition. She became completely anarthric, 
and there was a further deterioration in her mood (crying) 
and writing (not legible). The patient and her husband con-
sented on publication.

DISCUSSION
Motor neuron disease, cognitive impairment as well as 

speech impairment have been known to co-occur for many 
years, and (clinico-)pathological studies corroborate the mul-
tisystem nature, including the limbic system, with overlapping 
features of this disorders or changes in aging individuals.1 
Atrophy, as measured by in vivo neuroimaging techniques, 
mirror the structural changes as occurring in “normal aging” 
and diseases and can thus be used to determine topographi-
cal pattern of degeneration and monitor rates of disease pro-
gression. Structural neuroimaging studies in ALS have yielded 
in varying, and in part, conflicting results such as atrophy 
of the spinal cord and the grey matter in frontal, temporal, 
occipital lobes as well as limbic regions.2-5 Studies on ALS 
patients have shown that emotional disturbances (depres-
sion, anxiety, and “pseudobulbar” affect) do occur to varying 
degrees in this disorder.6-10 The amygdala is known to play a 
pivotal role in emotion. Indeed, functional MRI has been used 
to show an activation of the amygdala/periamygdaloid cortex 
during conditioned fear acquisition and extinction in normal 
subjects.11 In patients with ALS, emotional responses has been 
shown to be altered towards a positive valence,12 suggesting 
involvement of the amygdala. An MRI volumetric study found 
a statistical trend towards lower total amygdala volume in the 
ALS as compared to control subjects.13  

This case presentation demonstrates amygdala atrophy 
bilaterally (right greater than left) in a patient with bulbar 
predominant ALS and emotional disturbances. There also 
was a loss of volume of the mediotemporal lobe as a whole 
and a widespread leukoencepaholpathy, which may be—at 
least partially—due to hypertension and hyperlipidemia. 
Widening of the subarachnoid space was especially vis-
ible at the tips of the temporal lobes of our case. Cognitive 
dysfunction was not absolutely absent, but much less 
pronounced as compared to the motor and mood dis-
order. The latter two started at around the same time. 
Correspondingly, the morphological signs of atrophy of the 
cerebrum such as a rounding of the supratentorial ventricu-
lar system (especially the tips of the temporal horns) and a 
widening of the subarachnoid space (especially termporo-
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polar) were present, but only to a slight degree. On func-
tional imaging, ALS patients have been found to display 
an altered left amygdala-prefrontal cortex connectivity.14 
In patients with the “temporal variant” of frontotemporal 
dementia, emotional comprehension has been shown to 
correlate with atrophy in the right amygdala and the right 
orbitofrontal cortex.15 In a post-mortem study of cases with 
the behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia, the amyg-
dala has been demonstrated to be among the brain regions 
affected earliest in the disease,16 whereas in ALS antermedial 
temporal lobe structures are affected last.17 

For depression and anxiety, it is known that activation of 
the amygdala occurs and there may be both an increase and a 
decrease in amygdala volumes in these disorders.  It has been, in 
fact, suggested that there is a time course in these volumes with 
larger amygdala occurring with the first episodes of depression 
(probably reflecting hyperactivation with higher metabolism 
and blood flow) than with subsequent, recurrent episodes.18 
As the diseases progresses, excitotoxic processes may result 
in a neurodegenerative process and finally in atrophy. In this 
respect, it is of interest that the anti-glutamate agent riluzole 
has at least a modest effect on survival in ALS. Furthermore, 
intoxication with homoic acid, which is structurally related to 
glutamate and has excitotoxic properties, has been followed 
by neuronal loss and gliosis predominantly in the hippocam-
pus and amygdala after ingestion of contaminated mussels.19 
White matter changes of vascular origin in aging individuals 
do occur—this could be one contributing factor in the disease 
of our patient; in a study on healthy older adults, individuals 
with mild cognitive impairment and patients with Alzheimer’s 
disease showed no significant group differences in white matter 
changes properties.20 However, there were strong associations 
between diffusivity of white matter changes and ventricular 
volume, volume of white matter changes, and total white mat-
ter volume. In comparison, group differences in parahippocam-
pal white matter microstructure were found for all diffusion 
metrics and were largely explained by hippocampal volume. 
Moreover, it is known that in brains with vascular lesions 
(such as Binswanger’s disease or subcortical ischemic vascular 
dementia) atrophy of medial temporal lobe grey matter mea-
sures including the amygdala occur, which may be similar to 
Alzheimer’s disease.21-23

 
CONCLUSION

Our findings indicate that the bulbar form of ALS in an 
elderly, aging individual can present as a complex neuropsy-
chiatric syndrome with bilateral amygdala atrophy and a vas-
cular leukoencephalopathy associated with anxiety/emotional 
disturbances and relatively intact cognition. Primary neurode-
generative and non-neurodegenerative (vascular) pathologies 
mechanisms may result in similar, but complex, clinical phe-
notypes that physicians may encounter in practice. Thus, it is 

important to recognize that although early and pronounced 
involvement of the amygdala is known to be characteristic 
for the behavioral variant of frontotemporal dementia, it may 
also occur in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. n
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